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“The more things change, the more things stay the same” may be a cliché but, in the
area of lawyer conduct, there is some truth in the saying. In 2015, as in many other
years, more complaints arose out of family law and criminal matters than from other
types of matters. Also as in many other years, complaints frequently alleged neglect
and/or non-communication (i.e., my lawyer is not doing anything on my case and/or is
not responding to my requests for information about my case). By no means, however,
are these the only areas in which complaints are generated or the only types of
complaint.
Most complaints involving what appear to be allegations of isolated and nonserious
misconduct are investigated by a district ethics committee (DEC). The DEC, after
investigation, will recommend whether the Director’s Office should find a violation of
the Minnesota Rules of Professional Conduct (MRPC) has been committed and, if so,
the appropriate form of discipline.
Many matters in which a lawyer violated the MRPC are resolved through private
discipline. F1 In calendar year 2015, 124 admonitions were issued to Minnesota
attorneys. Admonitions are a private form of discipline, issued for isolated and
nonserious misconduct. F2 In addition, 16 lawyers agreed with the Office of Lawyers
Professional Responsibility (Director’s Office) to enter into stipulations for private
probation which were approved by the chair of the Lawyers Professional Responsibility
Board. These probations generally require the lawyer to implement procedures
designed to prevent similar misconduct in the future and to report on the
implementation and progress of those procedures.
These synopses are offered for educational purposes only, and in certain instances the
facts may have been changed or simplified in order to make a particular violation
clearer.

Improper Retainer Agreement
Retainer agreements and the handling of fees are areas in which lawyers can stumble.
Oftentimes a lawyer may want to receive funds in advance of the services to be
rendered. Presumptively, all funds received before services are rendered must be
deposited into a client trust account. If a lawyer wants to deposit funds received before
services are rendered into the lawyer’s own account, then the lawyer must comply with
certain specific requirements. Failure to comply with all these requirements can lead to
discipline.
In one matter, the lawyer was retained to represent a person incarcerated pursuant to a
sentence of life in prison. The lawyer was retained to investigate and research potential
grounds for bringing a post-conviction action. The retainer agreement called for a flat
fee. The retainer agreement failed to comply with all of the requirements of Rule 1.5(b),
MRPC, in that the agreement did not notify the client that: (1) the fee would not be held
in a trust account until earned; (2) the client had the right to terminate the client-lawyer
relationship; and (3) the client was entitled to a refund of all or a portion of the fee if the
agreed-upon services were not provided. The lawyer therefore was obligated to deposit
all funds received in advance of the legal services being performed into the trust
account. Because the lawyer did not do so, an admonition was issued.
Failure to Refund Unearned Fee
Rule 1.5, MRPC, requires a lawyer to refund the unearned portion of an advance fee.
This issue often arises in the context of flat or fixed fee representations, in which a
lawyer is paid a definite sum for representation in a particular matter. Where
representation ends before the matter is concluded, a refund generally will be in order.
In one matter, the lawyer was retained for representation against criminal charges. The
retainer agreement provided for the lawyer to represent the client through the
conclusion of the criminal matter. The client paid an advanced fixed fee in exchange for
the lawyer representing the client through the conclusion of the criminal matter. The
retainer agreement provided that if the representation terminated before the matter was
concluded, the client would be entitled to a refund of some or all of the fee. So far, so
good.
During the pendency of the matter, the client discharged the law firm and retained
another lawyer. The client asked for a refund of the unearned portion of the advanced
fixed fee she had paid to the lawyer, and the lawyer refused. The lawyer claimed that
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no refund was required because the value of the services rendered to the client—as
calculated on an hourly fee basis—exceeded the $10,000 that the client paid.
An hourly fee analysis, however, is inappropriate in determining whether a fixed fee
has been fully earned. The lawyer’s agreement with the client was not an agreement to
provide legal services to be billed on an hourly basis. The fixed fee agreement stated in
advance an agreed upon value for specific services to be rendered. When those services
were not fully rendered, a refund was due to the client no matter how many hours the
lawyer had spent on the matter. In determining the value of the partial set of services
rendered, the time spent may be considered, but it is not the exclusive factor. Other
factors to be considered are how far the lawyer advanced the client’s objectives as set
forth in the fee agreement and the task(s) remaining to be done to accomplish those
interests after the attorney-client relationship ended. In this matter, the criminal matter
had not been fully resolved and further proceedings remained. The lawyer was issued
an admonition for violation of Rules 1.5(b)(3) and 1.16(d), MRPC. These rules,
respectively, require a lawyer after termination of representation to refund “the
unearned portion of the fee” and to refund unearned advance fee payments upon
termination of representation.
Advertising and Solicitation
Occasionally, the Director’s Office receives a complaint about a lawyer’s advertising
and/or solicitation. Some of the rules governing advertising and solicitation are
technical, and failure to fully comply can result in discipline.
In one matter, the lawyer sent a letter to a prospective client. The lawyer’s letter
advertised the lawyer’s services and solicited the prospective client’s business. The
lawyer’s letter did not contain the phrase “advertising material” anywhere on the letter,
much less clearly and conspicuously on the letter, as Rule 7.3(c), MRPC, requires, and
an admonition was issued.
Occasionally, a lawyer will argue that substantial compliance with Rule 7.3(c), MRPC, is
sufficient. The Supreme Court, however, has rejected a similar contention. In In re
MDK, 534 N.W.2d 271 (Minn. 1995), the lawyer sent a solicitation letter which enclosed
a copy of the lawyer’s yellow pages advertisement. Below the signature block appeared
the text, “Enclosure: Ad.” The Supreme Court affirmed an admonition issued to the
lawyer for violation of Rule 7.2(f), MRPC, the predecessor to Rule 7.3(c), MRPC. In
other words, the Court expects full compliance with the rule. “That no one was misled
and that [the lawyer] took remedial measures does not reduce a violation of a rule,
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however technical, into no violation and thus no discipline at all. Rather, [the lawyer’s]
salutary actions result in a level of discipline not being increased.”
Communication with Represented Party
“Reply All” can be a dangerous tool for a lawyer. A lawyer may receive a
communication from another lawyer on which that lawyer has also included her client
as a recipient. When the lawyer receives that email, intends to reply, clicks “Reply All,”
drafts the response and then hits “Send,” the lawyer has now communicated directly
with that represented person. Rule 4.2, MRPC, prohibits a lawyer from communicating
with a person the lawyer knows is represented by counsel. This fact situation has been
presented to the director. Each of the lawyer’s emails that went to the opposing party
violated Rule 4.2, MRPC, and the lawyer received an admonition.
Conclusion
As noted in prior articles summarizing private discipline, the majority of Minnesota
lawyers are never disciplined during their career, and most attorneys who receive
private discipline never repeat their isolated act of misconduct.
To help lawyers avoid engaging in conduct that violates the Rules of Professional
Conduct, the Director’s Office offers an advisory opinion service. A Minnesota lawyer
may call the Director’s Office during business hours to receive an opinion about a
question about the caller’s own prospective conduct involving a professional
responsibility issue. Such a call oftentimes can prevent misconduct and let the lawyer
avoid private discipline.
Notes
1. In private discipline matters, the complainant, if any, and the respondent lawyer
receive a copy of the written determination. The Director’s Office retains a copy
of the discipline. With limited exceptions, the Director’s Office may not disclose
the existence of private discipline. Rule 20, Rules on Lawyers Professional
Responsibility.
2. Rule 8(d)(2), Rules on Lawyers Professional Responsibility
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